How to get to COSYTEC ?
COSYTEC’s offices are located at the “Parc Club Orsay Université” which is close to the campus of the “Paris
Sud Université”. The nearest town is Orsay, which is in the suburbs of Paris about 20 Km south west from the
centre. COSYTEC has good connections to Paris either by RER or road.

BY TRAIN
From ORLY AIRPORT :
Ø

Ø

Take the ORLYVAL shuttle from the terminal building to the ANTONY RER station. From ANTONY
station take the RER line B (blue line). So ensure by checking the platform displays that your train is
terminating at the station ST REMY LES CHEVREUSE and get off at the station LE GUICHET (*see also
“From RER station LE GUICHET”). The journey should take about 30 minutes.
Alternatively, you could take a taxi from ORLY to COSYTEC, taking 15 minutes and costing 45 Euros
approx., ensure you queue in the taxi rank called BANLIEUE which is for outside Paris. Most taxis do not
take credit cards.

From CHARLES DE GAULLE (ROISSY) AIRPORT :
Ø
Ø

Ø

From Terminal 1 take the shuttle bus to the train station (SNCF-Gare) to take the RER line B.
Terminal 2 has a direct connection to the RER. Take the RER line B (blue line) to the centre of Paris
direction south to ST REMY LES CHEVREUSE. At GARE DU NORD you might have to change trains, so
ensure, by checking the platform displays, that your train is terminating at the station ST REMY LES
CHEVREUSE and get off at the station LE GUICHET (*see also “From RER station LE GUICHET”).
The journey should take about 90 minutes.
Alternatively you could take a taxi from ROISSY to COSYTEC, taking 60 minutes costing 90 Euros
approx. Most taxis do not take credit cards.

From GARE DU NORD :
Ø

Take the RER line B (blue line) from the centre of Paris direction south to ST REMY LES CHEVREUSE.
Ensure, by checking the platform displays, that your train is terminating at the station SAINT REMY LES
CHEVREUSE and get off at the station LE GUICHET (*see also “From RER station LE GUICHET”).
The journey should take about 45 minutes.

(*) From RER station LE GUICHET :
Ø

LE GUICHET is the nearest RER station to COSYTEC (about 5 minutes by car). When you get off the train
walk towards the head of the train, cross the road at the level crossing and just past a Coffee shop (Tabac)
called “La Terrasse” you will find a taxi rank. If there are no taxis available, then you can call COSYTEC
from the phone box near the taxi rank (you will need a phone card) or from the Tabac (no phone card) and
someone from COSYTEC will come to collect you.

BY CAR
From PARIS :
Ø

Take the Ring Road (Boulevard Périphérique) and leave it at PORTE DE SAINT CLOUD and head for the
N118, crossing Boulogne, sign-posted CHARTRES, ORLEANS and A10 BORDEAUX, NANTES. You’ll
go over the Seine at PONT DE SEVRES and head out of PARIS up a hill on a dual carriage-way passing
SEVRES, VELIZY, BIEVRES and SACLAY. Leave the N118 at the sign posted “Centre Universitaire”
and at the round-about take the third exit and then immediately right, sign-posted “Parc Club Orsay
Université”. You will see the science park (the pink buildings across a field). At the next round-about take
the second exit. COSYTEC is in the second building on the right.
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